
Powerful SEO Statistics
Staying informed about search engine optimization statistics will help you make the best
website you can, provide the best user experience possible, and keep the organic traffic
coming in:

● 54% of smartphone users search for business hours and 53% search for directions to
a local store.

● 51% of smartphone users have discovered a new company or product when
conducting a search on their smartphones.

● The top-ranking page gets the most search traffic only 49% of the time.
● 52.2% of all website traffic worldwide comes from mobile phones.
● 53.3% of all website traffic comes from organic search.
● 18% of local smartphone searches led to a purchase within a day compared to 7%

on non-local searches.

It is the experience of working as a UK SEO Expert that determines success.

Backlinks As Part Of A Search Engine Optimization
Strategy
When it comes to search engine optimization, backlinks are talked about a lot and are the
focus of site owners everywhere. Creating good content pays off: Links are usually editorial
votes given by choice, and the more useful content you have, the greater the chances
someone else will find that content valuable to their readers and link to it. Inbound and
outbound links, when done strategically, can provide a lot of value to readers. If you have
multiple quality backlinks, Google assumes your site is a credible and valuable source of
information around that specific topic. A SEO Consultancy knows that content quality and
user experience are the most important elements of search engine optimization.

Target The Local Market
78 percent of local-based searches on a mobile device end in purchases being made offline.
Citations matter because they help surface local businesses in online search, and when
local firms actively manage their citations to ensure data accuracy, it promotes trust of these
online listings. Local SEO is a type of search engine marketing that involves optimizing your
business website and online profiles for local search. It’s a method for ranking your website
for geo-specific searches so your site gets found by users searching for local businesses like
yours. Many consumers read website reviews when purchasing a new product or service.
Potential customers may be reluctant to purchase if your service has no ratings. Local SEO
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is a powerful tool for obtaining positive feedback from prior consumers. A recommended
B2B SEO Agency will be on top of all the changes and can take the burden of ensuring your
content ranks well off your hands.

The Global SEO Mix
Consider what's most important to them and how your product can fill local needs as you
progress. You will likely need the ccTLD's in these countries, or you can enable a generic
domain where you can play country subdirectories, that way your site will be scalable, and
won't suffer from issues so that you are able to profit from what you have built. Its important
to consider the culture and ethics of particular locations. Let's say that you're a cloud-based
company who only needs to geo-target for languages. You won't need to change your URL
structure, but you will need to tell Google there are different languages on your website. If
you are looking for a to help you with your Google rankings, then a simple Google search
should suffice.

Search Engine Optimisation is essential as an umbrella for the rest of your marketplace
messaging. When monitored and measured properly, the ROI of SEO is very clear. Moz
analyzed their average cost of client acquisition across all of their marketing channels, and
found SEO the most efficient (by far) channel for new business.

You can check out additional details regarding SEO Experts on this Wikipedia article.
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